The most widely adopted and userfriendly set of tools for corporate performance management (CPM) on the
market—all built from the “cloud up”

Make Better, More Informed
Decisions, Faster
Technology, complexity, and speed weren’t meant to be our
enemies. They should be allies, provide an opportunity to
grow, and help us compete in ways we never imagined. All it
takes is the right partner. At Adaptive Insights, we’re committed to making difficult and complex business decisions feel
intuitive.
The Adaptive Suite is the world’s leading cloud CPM suite.
The first and only pure-play cloud solution to be positioned
by Gartner as a Leader in its 2016 Magic Quadrant for
Strategic CPM Solutions, the Adaptive Suite delivers unified
planning, reporting, consolidation, and analytics solutions
that are modern, powerful, and intuitive for all types of
business users. The Adaptive Suite is transformational at its
core, with integrated analytics, collaboration, and accessibility—via a simple web browser, even on your mobile phone.
Making better business decisions has never been easier.

THE SUITE:
• Reduces time spent on budgeting, planning,
consolidation, reporting, & analytics by 50-90%
• Increases cost efficiency by more than 75% compared to
legacy on-premises solutions
• In use across all types of companies, from midsize
to enterprise, with more than 3,000 customers in 85
countries
• Consistently achieves top satisfaction ratings according to
leading industry analysts and surveys

Adaptive Planning provides comprehensive budgeting,
planning, and forecasting that’s proven to reduce cycle
times by up to 90%. With an incredibly intuitive “Excel-like”
web application, as well as a pure Excel interface for those
who prefer it, it’s easy to collaboratively plan and forecast
revenue, expenses and headcount, create rolling forecasts,
and more.

Cut time and resources spent closing and reporting. With
a real-time consolidation engine, Adaptive Consolidation
includes journal entry management, intercompany eliminations, account reclassifications, and even collaborative
close process management—all as an easy-to-deploy cloud
service.

As a patent-pending visual analytics platform, Adaptive
Discovery is completely integrated into Adaptive Planning,
simplifying the ability to visually uncover insights into financial, sales, and operational performance. Intuitive dashboards, interactive scorecards, and what-if modeling make
it easy for every business user to understand results and
trends.

Adaptive Reporting provides comprehensive financial, management, board, and transactional reporting, all available
through an easy-to-use drag-and-drop report builder. Our
web-native report builder can be used for ad-hoc management reports, and Adaptive OfficeConnect can be used
to generate presentation-quality board reporting across
Microsoft Excel, Word, and PowerPoint documents with the
click of a button.

Adaptive Integration
With a powerful self-service integration platform that
connects on-premises and cloud investments to the suite,
Adaptive Integration empowers the business user by providing a comprehensive range of connectors to leading ERP,
CRM, proprietary, and data warehouse sources. It’s easier
than ever before to turn data into insight.
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“We cut our planning cycle from four months to days.”
—Mayo Clinic Health Solutions

Incredibly Easy to Use & Deploy

Innovation Built-in

• Simple for business users to own & manage

• In-memory technology ensures instant
responsiveness

• Reduces time to value with an Excel-like web
experience as well as a pure Excel interface

• Social & collaborative Process Tracker

• Easy to access across web & mobile devices

• Unified BI & CPM system integrates insight & strategy

Sophisticated & Flexible Analytics

• Powerful self-service data integration

• Multidimensional modeling & analytics
• Ability to create powerful visualizations directly in the
planning process

Created for the Cloud
& Always Up-to-Date
• Single version of the truth—data, calculations, reports

• Sophisticated forecasting, scenario, & allocation
engine

• Comprehensive range of connectors to leading ERP,
CRM, proprietary, and data warehouse sources

• Centralized business logic & workflow

• Automatic updates ensure everyone always has the
latest innovations

• Complete financial & management reporting via the
web and Microsoft® Office applications

• Scalable & 99.9%+ available
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